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Total Carbon Column Observing 
Network (TCCON)
● Global network for total-
column greenhouse gas 
(GHG) observations
● Established 2005
● 25 stations worldwide
● Primary calibration 
reference for all current 
and future GHG 
satellite observations
Ascension
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Ascension Island TCCON station
● Established 2012
● Only equatorial station and 
only station sampling air 
from Africa and South 
America
● Operating in extremely 
harsh environment
● Data used in ~14 
publications in 2016 and 
2017.
Ascension
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TCCON data policy and licence
● TCCON uses self-defined open data 
license (no acceptable standard 
licence).
● Data may be freely downloaded and 
examined without registration.
● Use in scientific pulications requires 
contacting PIs before submission. 
Proper acknowledgement required, 
co-authorship might be requested.
● Data hosted by CaltechDATA since 
Oct 2017.
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TCCON data users
● Providers of GHG satellite 
observations: NASA, JAXA, 
ESA, ...
● Users of GHG satellite 
observations
● Carbon cycle inverse 
modelling community
● Other similar networks
Rödenbeck et al., Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 5331–5342, 2009
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Introduction to DOIs
● A DOI provides a reference to an online document, 
dataset or other resource through a landing page.
● URLs may change but DOIs should live much longer.
● A DOI like 10.14291/tccon.archive/1348407
contains a prefix (10.14291) and a suffix (rest).
● DOIs should have metadata about the resource 
attached.
● DOIs do not prescribe any data format for the 
resource itself.
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TCCON DOI usage
● TCCON switched from URLs to DOIs in 2014 
after the data archive was moved to a new 
hosting institution.
● Main goals:
– Provide an exact reference to the dataset that was 
used in a publication (reproducibility).
– Allow tracking of TCCON data use in scientific 
publications (traceability).
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Advantages of DOIs vs URLs
● URLs change often for a variety of reason. 
Therefore, URLs cited in the scientific literature 
may become invalid very quickly.
● TCCON has already had to move its archive 
twice in 10 years, rendering all dataset URLs 
invalid. Due to the DOIs, the forced move in 
2017 was accomplished without major 
disruptions for the data users or the existing 
citations.
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DOI granularity
● Granularity describes how specific a DOI is for the 
linked data resource.
● There might be just one DOI for the whole archive or 
individual DOIs for subsets of data.
● TCCON dataset DOIs uniquely identify the 
processing software revision, the station and the 
data release but not the subset of data that was 
used, e.g.:
10.14291/tccon.ggg2014.ascension01.R0/1149285
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DOI metadata
● DOIs have metadata about the resource 
attached.
● The type of metadata and the format is not 
fixed. Several accepted standards exist: e.g. 
Dublin Core, DataCite Metadata Schemata, ...
● DOI metadata is provided in XML format.
● XML metadata file format definition is also 
provided in XML.
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XML metadata for DOIs:
Datacite Metadata Schema 4.0 
● Describes a set of required and 
optional metadata elements for 
a resource:
– Creators & contributors
– Description
– Data Versions
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XML metadata file example
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XML metadata file example
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XML metadata file example
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Metadata view @datacite.org
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Metadata view @CaltechDATA
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Metadata view @CaltechDATA
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Metadata view @CaltechDATA
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Getting your data cited and its 
usage tracked
● In theory, only two steps are needed:
– Get your data users to cite your data set references 
with the DOI.
– Get index providers (e.g. Web of Science) to count 
these references.
● In practice, this turns out to be more 
complicated.
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Data Citation Index (DCI) in the
Web of Science (WoS)
● Dedicated database 
for indexing scientific 
datasets in WoS
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Getting your DOIs and metadata 
registered in the DCI
● Contact WoS/DCI representative directly.
● Prepare your metadata (largest part of the 
work!)
● DCI creates a parent repository in the DCI.
● Send your meta data for all datasets.
● Set up a way to update your entries.
● Wait for WoS to start counting ...
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Metadata view @DCI
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Metadata view @DCI
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Metadata view @DCI
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Metadata view @DCI
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Metadata view @DCI
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Metadata view @DCI
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Metadata view @DCI
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Metadata view @DCI
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Citations to your data sets 
contribute to your citation metrics
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Things we had to learn the hard way
● URLs don't work for citations!
● Make sure you have full control over your own DOIs and metadata!
● Think about metadata from the beginning!
● Set up a reasonable level of granularity that works for
– yourself
– your data users
– index providers
● Your archive may not exist forever.
● Not everybody will follow your data licence or use your data in the 
way you want. 
